Crossarm system

Self-locking, push fit patented system

The basis for the Crossarm system are our vineyard posts. Using a custom post plan, the cross
arm can be installed through the pre-fabricated
holes on the sides of the posts. This system ensures a self-locking mechanism once installed.
The Crossarm system allows the user to choose
between various arm lengths as well as being
able to decide at what height each cross arm
needs to be at, and if there are hooks or not on
the post.
This unique system is adaptable to different
types of fruit trellising, such as soft fruit cultivation or vine nurseries.
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Nuts and bolts not required
Self-locking, patented system
Quick installation
Lightweight
No maintenance required
Reusable
Consistent quality
Robust
Customisable post plan
Post available in Z350 or Hot Dipped
Galvanised

Installation
depth

Installation depth table
2 notches / crossarm length 152,4mm / 6in

4 notches / crossarm length 304,8mm / 12in

4 notches / crossarm length 457,2mm / 18in

6 notches / crossarm length 609,6mm / 24in

6 notches / crossarm length 762mm / 30in
76,2 / 3 in 76,2 / 3 in 76,2 / 3 in

203,2 / 8 in

203,2 / 8 in

76,2 / 3 in 76,2 / 3 in 76,2 / 3 in

8 notches / crossarm length 914,4mm / 36in

Length of posts
[cm]

Recommended
installation depth
[cm]

140

40-45

160

50

180

55

200

60-65

220

65

230

70

240

70

250

70-75

260

80

270

85

280

90

300

95

Profil Alsace trellis and fruit growing systems are made from high quality, industry standard
steel, manufactured with a strict quality control process. This guarantees the durability of our
products over time.
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